PATCH
MANAGEMENT
AS A SERVICE

Although most news reports about cybersecurity focus on zeroday and emerging threats, unpatched vulnerabilities result in
far more cyber attacks. In many cases, patches for exploited
vulnerabilities have existed for months, sometimes years.

STRENGTHEN YOUR
SECURITY POSTURE
WHILE CONTROLLING
COSTS AND MAXIMIZING
INVESTMENTS

World Wide Technology (WWT) created Patch Management as a Service to close the gap
between knowing about vulnerabilities and actually patching them. This service is designed to
deliver secure business outcomes for your organization.
Staffed by a team of systems management experts, our global command center can support
your organization on-demand, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Services include:

• Assessment and optimization of your patch management program
• Remote deployment of security patches to Windows, Linux and MacOS endpoints
• Patch management reporting against meaningful key performance indicators
• Long-term roadmap development and tuning with senior WWT security architects
KEY BENEFITS
Our service provides flexible staffing models based on your organization’s size and complexity.
With our unified approach to patch management, you can:

• SAVE TIME AND MONEY. Reduce the cost and complexity of remotely deploying
patches to endpoints, whether inside the data center, at the office or on the road.

• REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS. Leverage the WWT Command Center as an

extension of your full-time staff to perform patch installation, triage and maintenance.

• IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICES. Assess and patch vulnerabilities in alignment with the
SANS/CIS Critical Security Controls.

• MEET COMPLIANCE MANDATES. Simplify the path to meet and maintain compliance
requirements such as PCI DSS, HIPAA and SOX.

OUR CAPABILITIES

GET STARTED TODAY
Call 800.432.7008 or visit
www.wwt.com to join the growing
number of global business leaders
benefiting from World Wide
Technology’s technical expertise,
industry leading partnerships and
award-winning customer service.

Patch Management as a Service is designed to serve as a remote extension of your security
staff. As a managed security service provider, we provide turnkey solutions for your complex
information security challenges. Our service eliminates blind spots, increases visibility and
provides the capability to secure what really matters. Our experienced security resources
provide the essential expertise and insights your organization needs to:

• Effectively reduce risk exposure on end-user and data center assets
• Improve your ability to defend against threats, from outside and within
• Achieve the visibility needed to make informed business decisions
• Quickly identify, analyze and remediate security vulnerabilities
• Maximize existing investments in your security technology portfolio
• Focus your own full-time staff on more strategic projects and tasks
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